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FOREWARD
A broad view of the marketplace has never been more important than during these days of a reset economy with
increasingly borderless trade and a largely transparent environment, where both your customers and your customers’
customers have full access to information about your products and the way you do business. Being current on the state
of business marketing practice can be key to the successful launch of new products, maintaining market share and
uncovering opportunities for growth and competitive advantage.
The Institute for the Study of Business Markets (ISBM) is proud to be presenting the seventh track of its “Businessto-Business Marketing Trends Study.” The study and this report are designed to enable businesses to better plan their
marketing strategy, competency development, hiring and even better shape overall business practices.
Fielded in the 4th quarter of 2009, respondents include both leading members of the academic community as well as
marketing practice leaders from a broad range of B-to-B industries. Below are the three key questions addressed:
•
•
•

What are the key challenges business marketers will face over the next three to five years?
What are the key capabilities we must build over that same time period?
In the areas you identify, please specify who you would feel are “benchmark” firms in terms of performance.

The ISBM is proud to be working with its member firm, gyro, in presenting the study and delivering it to academia and
B-to-B marketing practitioners worldwide.
We invite readers of the study to use this research to help improve their practice, and we invite firms to join as
ISBM members. For more information on the ISBM, please connect directly with ISBM Executive Director Ralph Oliva
at roliva@psu.edu or on the Web at www.isbm.org. To learn more about gyro, contact Rick Segal at
rick.segal@gyro.com or on the Web at www.gyro.com.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Quantitative Study Results: The “Top Three”
This set of items is rated at the top by all audiences – and clearly dominates in importance – in that order.
1. More effectively quantify and communicate value created for customers
2. Develop approaches and methods to better understand what customers really need –
beyond what they can say or articulate – Stronger “Voice of the Customer” Practice
3. Find, sense, identify and assess new opportunities for organic growth

AND THEN ...
4. Develop closer connections with all stakeholders:
customers, suppliers, channel partners, sales and
marketing
5. Capitalize on new growth/emerging markets
in the face of increasing global competition
6. Balance short-term requirements without
compromising long-term opportunities
7. Select the right set of customers for your
business and manage them effectively
“WORD CLOUD” – CAPABILITIES TO BUILD
(with common connecting words removed)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF Implications for Business-To-Business Marketers
Shift and discipline in language: tie everything you do to organic growth, cash flows, asset value.
Invest in and install the best tools for quantifying and communicating value.
Learn and champion REAL VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER (VOC): understand changes in your customers’
business design ahead of competition.
Locate, develop, install tools enabling greater FOCUS: fewer, higher impact projects, the
“right customers,” the right balance of initiatives.
We need to get smarter by building our ability to access meaningful market and competitive insight
and apply it throughout the organization’s planning processes.
Get the chip off marketing’s shoulder. We are part of the CXO group and need to act like it –
focus on the WIIFM for the organization; our conversations need to be the conversations of those
who know and act like they belong.
Marketers need to build more financial acumen. We need to better understand how businesses
operate, not just how marketing operates.
Lead in deploying – but not get bogged down in – experiments with new/social media.
Coach your firms in understanding the real power of practical business-to-business segmentation.
Become an expert/node in building important learning/business networks inside/outside your firm.
Capitalize on the lessons learned through the downturn to make the next decade one of optimism,
personal and business growth, and renewed vigor for firms.
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A BRIEF WORD ON ISBM
ISBM MISSION
Since 1983 … A global network of leading-edge researchers and practitioners.
All B-to-B. Headquarters at Penn State.
OUR MISSION:
Expand research and teaching in business-to-business marketing and sales in academia
Improve the practice of business-to-business marketing and sales for member firms in industry

Practical Academic
Field Research
100 Researchers
ISBM Fellows

ISBM

Leading-Edge
B-to-B Marketing
Practice
70+ Member Firms

VALUE:
New Knowledge/Insight
Analytic Tools for B-to-B
Courses/Professional Development
Networking/Interchange
Benchmarking
And More

MORE INFORMATION
ISBM MEMBERSHIP 2010
UPCOMING EVENTS
Brief ISBM Overview presentation
VALUE DELIVERY FRAMEWORK
ISBM Brochure
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OVERVIEW OF STUDY/METHODOLOGY
BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
B-to-B Marketing Trends 2012 is the seventh study of its kind provided by the ISBM. Sparked by a request from HewlettPackard in 1997, the study has consistently held to its original objective of providing both academic and business leadership
perspective on the “critical challenges and key capabilities” business marketers must address looking forward over the next
two to three years, with benchmark examples.

APPROACH
1. Identify first target respondents – Key informants on the leading edge of B-to-B (Academic/Practitioner)
2. Open-Ended Phase, Qualitative: Inquire with three key questions – identify issues
from 39 thought leaders
3. “Bucketize” the data – mentions, “energy,” etc.
4. Quantitative Phase: Analysis of Phase 1 issues with Marketing Engineering for Excel (MEXL)
software; 344 respondents
5.	Gather additional insights/implications/actions – publish results

MORE INFORMATION
Trends 2012 Study Analysis Report
Trends 2012 Study Quantitative Questionnaire
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“TRENDs 2012” RESULTS:
Challenges, Opportunities, Benchmarks

ANECDOTAL/QUALITATIVE STUDY RESULTS:
Grounded in academia, we place significant stock on the power of quantitative validation. That said, we can’t deny the
value of the anecdotal data provided within the three open-ended questions in bringing to life and more clearly illustrating
the emerging trends. The richness of the anecdotal data enables us to not only better understand the nuances of each of
these linked trends but to also look for tools and resources to provide actionable guidance.
From the anecdotal data received, we formulated 22 “trial edition” trends, which were then put into a questionnaire and
sent to a larger population. Next, the data received from more than 300 respondents was prioritized into the final trends.
The anecdotal data and key quotes were then used to “flesh out” each of the final trends.

QUANTITATIVE STUDY RESULTS:
The following trends emerged as the most critical challenges and key capabilities business marketers must adress in the
next two to three years. On the following pages additional context will be provided around each of these trends first from
the perspective of business leadership and then in the form of academic research and publications from ISBM fellows.

TREND 1: VALUE:
TREND 2: VOC:

Effectively quantify and communicate value

Better understand customers’ real needs

TREND 3: GROWTH:

Identify/assess new opportunities for growth

TREND 4: CONNECTIONS:
TREND 5: EMERGING:
TREND 6: BALANCE:

Develop closer ties with all stakeholders

Capitalize on new growth/emerging markets

Balance short-term/long-term requirements

TREND 7: SEGMENTATION:

Select the right set of customers for your business
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TREND 1: VALUE
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Develop skills/tools for effectively quantifying and communicating value
created for customers
Our study validated the heightened need for businesses/services/products to clearly delineate their unique value propositions as
they relate to the needs and wants of their customers – across the entire value chain.
The number of mentions, the “energy” of the mentions, and the richness of the language about this topic clearly identified this
as the number one trend as we move toward 2012: an area where new skills, tools and research are strongly needed.
Key respondent quotes included:
“… with companies moving to leaner organizations … the challenge is to gain mind share with the
remaining people … showing value is necessary for your leaner customers to even make the time
to meet with you …”
“Business marketers need to produce new ways of demonstrating the value their solutions offer
in the customer’s business. Making it tangible, easy to perceive… Technologies like remote
monitoring, computer models that track results, collecting key data to measure the delta of
improvements is significantly important.”
“Our biggest challenge is deepening our relationship with customers and helping them see the
total value proposition we deliver to them – including but not solely driven by innovation –
and what it holistically is worth to their business versus just evaluating us on a per-item quote
versus a competitor.”

Benchmark companies cited – value quantification/communication:
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TREND 1: VALUE
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Value merchants: demonstrating and documenting superior value
in business markets
ISBM fellows Dr. James Anderson of Kellogg and Dr. James Narus of Wake Forest, as well as Dr. Nirmalya Kumar of London
Business School, collaborated in the research and authorship of “Value Merchants: Demonstrating and Documenting
Superior Value in Business Markets.” This important resource is a step-by-step field manual for better quantification and
communication of value to B-to-B customers. A framework and process for value quantification are outlined, along with
nine cases that can provide keys and insights on implementation. It is on the ISBM “must read” list.

Dr. James C. Anderson

Dr. Nirmalya Kumar

Dr. James Narus

William L. Ford Distinguished
Professor of Marketing and
Wholesale Distribution and Professor
of Behavioral Science in Management

Professor of Marketing, Director
of Centre for Marketing and CoDirector for Aditya V. Birla India
Centre London Business School

Professor of Business Marketing
Wake Forest University
ISBM Fellow

Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University
Irwin Gross Distinguished Research
Fellow; ISBM
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TREND 1: VALUE
RESOURCES
Books
Value Merchants: Demonstrating and Documenting Superior Value in Business Markets
James C. Anderson, Nirmalya Kumar and James A. Narus/Nov. 2007
Winning With Customers
Dr. Keith Pigues, Jerry D. Alderman, Karel Czanderna and Owens Corning, 2010

Published Articles and Reports
“Changing the Formula: Seeking Perfect Prices, CEO Tears Up the Rules”
Wall Street Journal, March 27, 2007
“Why the Highest Price Isn’t the Best Price”
MIT Sloan Management Review, Winter 2010, 90 - 99
“Winning Strategies for B2B Marketers Facing Tough (or Even Easy) Times”
Prof. Gary L. Lilien, Penn State, Jan. 25, 2009
“Customer Value Propositions in Business Markets”
James C. Anderson, James A. Narus and Wouter Van Rossum, Harvard Business Review, March 2006, 90-99
“Business Marketing: Understanding What Customers Value”
James C. Anderson, James A. Narus, Harvard Business Review, November-December 1998, 53 - 65
“Capturing the Value of Supplementary Services”
James C. Anderson, James A. Narus, Harvard Business Review, January-February 1995, 75 - 83
“Calculating, Creating, and Claiming Value in Business Markets: Status and Research Agenda”
Gary Lilien et al., Oct. 3,2010
“Customer Evidence” – The Art & Science of Quantifying and Communicating the Value to the Customer”
Related Reports/Articles:
Tsingtao Brewery Taps Into Global Markets with Integrated Financial, Manufacturing and Supply Chain Platform
Measuring What Matters: Annual Customer Reference Program Benchmark Report
Maximizing Value Report: A Benefits Analysis of 100 SAP Customers Worldwide

Webinars
Evidence Marketing
Presented by Amir Hartman, Founder and Managing Director, Mainstay Partners, on December 13, 2006
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TREND 2: VOC
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Develop approaches/methods to better understand what customers
really need – beyond what they can say or articulate
If you build it, they may not necessarily come, not unless you deliver on what they really need versus just what they
say they want. Based on her research, ISBM Fellow Dr. Abbie Griffin at the University of Utah calls for renewed rigor
and expertise in this important area, which, explored with enough depth and objectivity, holds the potential to lay the
foundation for the creation of fundamental new value for customers.
Anecdotal inputs from respondents reinforces this need:
“Voice-of-the-customer capabilities – both in terms of executing one-time VOC projects,
and in managing ongoing VOC ‘scanning’ systems ...”
“Anticipating the shift in the way our customers do business. Our customers’ business designs
are fundamentally changing – we have to understand this – NOW …”
“Better skills in uncovering fundamental needs and creating exciting offerings that aren’t
considered ‘me too’ …”

Benchmark companies cited – identification of customer need:
VOC by the numbers

Continuous, innovative VOC process

		

IBM is well positioned because it is focusing on understanding its customers’ businesses intimately
and on finding ways to make its customers more efficient and effective at what they do.
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TREND 2: VOC
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Tools and approaches – Voice of the Customer
Dr. Griffin heartily recommends “Customer Visits” by Dr. Edward F. McQuarrie as an important and practical primer on
the business of voice of the customer. A more detailed description of the process is available in the Product Development
Management Association “ToolBook” series. These important readings can be helpful in determining better results for this
process. Dr. Griffin works with Dr. Gerry Katz, who teaches the “voice of the customer” course for ISBM members.
Dr. McQuarrie’s book, “Customer Visits,” provides invaluable insights into how to build and implement an ongoing
program for better understanding and action on customers’ real needs.

Dr. Edward F. McQuarrie

Dr. Abbie Griffin

Gerry Katz

Professor of Marketing
Leavey School of Business;
Santa Clara University

University of Utah – Originator:
“Voice of the Customer”

Executive Vice President
Applied Marketing Science

ISBM Fellow

Expert in Voice of the Customer
and Quality Function Deployment
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TREND 2: VOC
RESOURCES
Books
The PDMA ToolBook
Dr. Abbie Griffin, University of Utah, 2007
The Voice of the Customer
Griffin and Hauser, Applied Marketing Science, 1993
Customer Visits, Building a Better Market Focus
Edward F. McQuarrie, 2008

Published Articles and Reports
“Hijacking the Voice of the Customer”
Gerry Katz, Executive Vice President, Applied Marketing Science Inc., PDMA Visions Magazine, January 2006
“The ‘One Right Way’ to Gather the Voice of the Customer”
Gerry Katz, Executive Vice President, Applied Marketing Science Inc., PDMA Visions Magazine, October 2001
“Best Practice for Customer Satisfaction in Manufacturing Firms“
Abbie Griffin, Greg Gleason, Rick Preiss and Dave Shevenaugh, MIT Sloan Management Review, Jan. 15, 1995
“Taking a Road Trip: Customer Visits Help Companies Recharge Relationships and Pass Competitors”
Edward F. McQuarrie, Marketing Management, April 1995
“Good Customer Visits”
Edward F. McQuarrie, 2008

Webinars
10 Ways to Screw Up Your Voice of the Customer
Presented by Gerry Katz, Executive Vice President of Applied Marketing Science on April 23, 2009

Podcasts
Creating New Value— The Phenomenon of the “Serial Innovator” in Large Mature Organizations
Presented by Dr. Abbie Griffin, University of Utah
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TREND 3: GROWTH
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Find, sense, identify and assess new opportunities for growth
At the time the trend study data was taken out of the field in late 2009 moving into 2010, B-to-B firms around the globe were
turning their attention from cutting costs to driving growth. The economy we will all be practicing in as we move through the
decade of 2010 appears to hold great opportunity along with significant uncertainty. Emerging markets hold great promise but
are also spawning whole new levels of competitive intensity. One thing is getting clearer: business-to-business marketers will be
looked to as the “drivers of growth” for their firms – and need to step up to that bar.
Comments from respondents supported this key priority:
“Marketing should provide answers to ‘Where is the money now and in the future?’
And ‘Who do I have to outperform to get that money?’”
“Achieve profitable growth under challenging economic conditions – transition to the new reality
versus expecting things to return to the way they were.”
“Assess new market opportunities, from new geographic areas to being able to serve old industries
rebuilding with new technologies.”
“Incorporate best practices for organic growth, especially the front end of product development,
business development and broader innovation/opportunity realization.”

Benchmark companies cited – find, sense, identify and assess
new opportunities for growth:
Eco-Imagination; “Imagination Breakthrough Projects”

Expanding applications of “The Human Network”

The continual search for new and messier “Dirty Jobs”
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TREND 3: GROWTH
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Tools: find, sense, identify and assess new opportunities for growth
Insights on identifying growth opportunities, especially where it’s not obvious or clear where growth might come from,
can be found in the readings of Dr. Adrian Slywotzky. Dr. Slywotzky’s special genius is providing frameworks for new sorts
of thinking about where to find growth, especially when the underlying markets might not be growing. In his work “The
Upside,” Dr. Slywotzky posits that for many business situations where there is a “downside,” there may be significant
“upside” potential for marketers who are savvy enough to ferret it out and capitalize on it.

Adrian Slywotzky
Director, Oliver Wyman
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TREND 3: GROWTH
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Tools: find, sense, identify and assess new opportunities for growth
Across the globe many firms use the approach devised by Dr. Robert Cooper of McMaster University, “Stages and Gates,”
to help drive and manage their new offering realization process. This process is widespread around the world and is
continually being refined and tuned. Dr. Cooper and his colleague, Dr. Scott Edgett, have more recently turned their
attention to “feeding the innovation funnel.” There are valuable insights and cases in their latest readings.

Brand new from ISBM Fellow Dr. Bob Cooper and Dr. Scott Edgett

Dr. Robert G. Cooper

Dr. Scott J. Edgett

Professor Emeritus of Marketing
and Technology Management

Professor

Michael G DeGroote School of
Business, McMaster University

Michael G DeGroote School of
Business, McMaster University
Faculty Associate, ISBM

Distinguished Fellow; ISBM
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TREND 3: GROWTH
RESOURCES
Books
Product Innovation and Technology Strategy
Dr. Robert G. Cooper and Dr. Scott J. Edgett, 2009
Lean, Rapid and Profitable New Product Development
Dr. Robert G. Cooper and Dr. Scott J. Edgett, 2005
The Global Brain: Your Roadmap for Innovating Faster and Smarter in a Networked World
Mohanbir Sawhney, 2008
The Upside: The 7 Strategies for Turning Big Threats into Growth Breakthroughs
Adrian Slywotzky and Karl Weber, 2007
How to Grow When Markets Don’t
Adrian Slywotzky, Richard Wise and Karl Weber, 2003
The Rule of Three: Surviving and Thriving in Competitive Markets
Jagdish Sheth and Rajendra Sisodia, 2002

Published Articles and Reports
“Ten Tips for Successfully Implementing a Stage-Gate® Product Innovation Process”
by Dr. Scott J. Edgett and Michelle Jones
“How Companies Are Reinventing Their Idea-To-Launch Methodologies”
By Dr. Robert G. Cooper, Research-Technology Management, March-April 2009
“Ideation for product innovation: What are the best methods?”
Dr. Robert G. Cooper and Dr. Scott J. Edgett, PDMA Visions Magazine, March 2008
“Winning Business In Product Development: The Critical Success Factors”
Dr. Robert G. Cooper and Dr. Elko J. Kleinschmidt, Research-Technology Management, 2007
“The Quest for Best Practices in Product Innovation”
Dr. Robert G. Cooper and Dr. Scott J. Edgett, 2003
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TREND 3: GROWTH
RESOURCES continued
Published Articles and Reports
“Doing It Right: Winning with New Products”
Dr. Robert G. Cooper and Dr. Scott J. Edgett
There are many more articles by Dr. Cooper and Dr. Edgett available at: www.prod-dev.com/research_articles.php
”Innovation and Virtual Environments: Towards Virtual Knowledge Brokers”
Gianmario Verona, Emanuela Prandelli and Mohanbir Sawhney, Organizational Studies, March 2006
”The 12 Different Ways for Companies to Innovate”
Mohanbir Sawhney, Robert C. Wolcott and Inigo Arroniz, MIT Sloan Management Review, Spring 2006
“Don’t Homogenize, Synchronize – Is Your Company in Synch?”
Mohanbir Sawhney, Harvard Business Review, Oct. 15, 2001
”The Power of Innomediation”
Mohanbir Sawhney, Emanuela Prandelli and Gianmario Verona, MIT Sloan Management Review, Jan. 15, 2003
”Don’t just Relate – Collaborate”
Mohanbir Sawhney, MIT Sloan Management Review, Jan. 15, 2003
”A Cross-Functional Approach to Evaluation of Multiple Line Extensions”
Kamalini Ramdas and Mohanbir Sawhney, Marketing Science Institute, January 2001
”Where Value Lives in a Networked World”
Mohanbir Sawhney and Deval Parikh, Harvard Business Review, July 1, 2000
”Communities of Creation: Managing Distributed Innovation in Turbulent Markets”
Sawhney, Mohanbir and Emanuela Prandelli, Haas School of Business, Summer, 2000

Webinars
Innovating Faster and Smarter: Frameworks for Open Innovation
Presented by Mohanbir Sawhney
Service Innovation
Presented by Jeneanne Rae
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TREND 4: CONNECTIONS
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Develop closer ties with customers, suppliers and channel partners
Firms are realizing that to compete in the next decade, they won’t be able to “go it alone.” New skills in managing
connections to partners, stronger new business models and connections to channels, and the need to understand the
ins and outs of ”co-opetition,” will be important as we move to the next decade.
New this year – seen as rising in importance. Quotes from respondents include:
“Partnership skills, including the ability to operate corporate processes that identify, define,
operate and unwind partnership opportunities.”
“Managing partners and expanding the company’s ecosystem to deliver customer value.”
“Channel management skills at a time when channels may be collapsing due to economic pressure.”

Benchmark companies cited – connections:
		

“Building community with small-business owners …”

		

“Strong at partnering …”

		

“… Focusing on understanding their customers’ business is intimately …”
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TREND 4: CONNECTIONS
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE

Tools: channel alignment
Recent research by ISBM Fellow Dr. James Narus of Wake Forest,
in conjunction with Deloitte and the NAW Research Foundation,
provides insights on the whole issue of “channel alignment.” The
monograph “Build, Fix, or Terminate” – built from the distributor’s
point of view – provides guidelines for stronger and more profitable
channel relationships.
Dr. James Narus
Wake Forest; Deloitte
NAW Research Foundation
ISBM research
ISBM Fellow

Tools: alliances and partnerships
ISBM Fellow Dr. Robert Spekman of the Darden Graduate School
of Business, University of Virginia, is one of the world’s experts on
business-to-business alliances and partnerships. In his landmark work
“Alliance Competence” he provides valuable research-based insights
on developing strong and profitable alliances and partnerships.
Dr. Robert E. Spekman
Tayloe Murphy Professor of Business
Administration; Area Coordinator, Marketing
Darden School of Business, University of Virgina
ISBM Fellow
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TREND 4: CONNECTIONS
RESOURCES
Books
Build, Fix or Terminate
Dr. James Narus and Bob Donath, 2009
Alliance Competence: Maximizing the Value of Your Partnerships
Dr. Robert E. Spekman and Lynn A. Isabella, 2001

Podcasts
Supplier/Distributor Alignment: New Research Insights on Achieving Greater Profitability Through Channels
Presented by Dr. James Narus
B-to-B Technology and Supply Chain Alliances: Ideas and Insights
Interview with Robert Spekman, PhD, the Darden Graduate School of Business, University of Virginia
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TREND 5: EMERGING MARKETS
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Capitalize on new growth/emerging markets in the face
of increasing global competition
Capitalizing on the growth opportunity afforded by emerging markets will continue to be an important focus as we move
through the decade. Along with mentions of “opportunities for growth,” however, there were also extensive mentions of
“significant and new sorts of competition.” New skills will be required to capitalize on emerging markets in the face of
new, fast, low-cost and indigenous growth in these markets.
This trend was higher on the list this year over previous studies. Quotes include:
“Reassessing global markets to determine where growth will develop.”
“Innovating globally – particularly in light of ‘the rise of the rest.’”
“Better understanding of cultural differences in other countries – Western selling and management
systems simply don’t work in many other cultures.”
“Global harmonization of the offer …”

Benchmark companies cited – capitalize on new growth/emerging markets
in the face of increasing global competition:
“… multinational presence, flexible strategies …”
			
			

“… Bringing the world technologies we will not be able to live without …”

“… multinational presence, flexible strategies …”
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TREND 5: EMERGING MARKETS
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Tools: capitalize on new growth/emerging markets in the face
of increasing global competition
Dr. Fariborz Ghadar, director of the Penn State Center for Global Business Studies, has identified important trends that
every business marketer should know. He has coined these trends “The Tectonics.” These important trends may be too
slow to see day to day, but they’re coming, they’re irresistible, and they can and will impact the way we do business as we
move through the decade.

Fariborz Ghadar
Director, Center for Global
Business Studies
William A. Schreyer Professor
of Global Management, Policies
and Planning
Smeal College of Business,
Penn State
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TREND 5: EMERGING MARKETS
RESOURCES
Books
Global Tectonics: What Every Business Needs to Know
Dr. Fariborz Ghadar, 2005
Dr. Ghadar research links

Articles and Reports
“Competition in Global Industries: A Conceptual Framework”
M.E. Porter, Harvard Business School Press, March 1998
“Winning in Emerging Markets: A Roadmap for Strategy and Execution”
Tarun Khanna, Krishna G. Palepu, Harvard Business Review, April 28, 2010
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TREND 6: BALANCE
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Balancing short-term requirements without compromising long-term opportunities
For many firms, getting through the downturn of 2008 and 2009 involved cutting everything – and all too unfortunately
that included marketing. As B-to-B firms move forward, there will still be an emphasis on keeping costs low, but long-term
growth investments will need to be front and center. The penchant of firms to try to manage themselves with a focus on
stock price quarter to quarter has resulted in sacrifice of long-term initiatives, competencies and resources, to make the
short term look better. The firms that will emerge most quickly from the recession, and take the lead in capitalizing on the
next decade, will be those that keep short-term requirements and long-term opportunities in balance.
Respondents commented:
“Balancing need: Maximizing today’s value while also investing for tomorrow.”
“There is a critical need to think through actions taken in the short term, considering the
position the firm will be in for the long term.”
“… cultural transitioning to the “new reality” instead of expecting things to return to the way they were.”
“Rebuilding marketing organizations that have been reduced.”

Benchmark companies cited – balance today and tomorrow:
Beth Comstock, CMO of GE, is leading her team with initiatives to build a balanced approach to B-to-B marketing
excellence under three key thrusts:
Optimize for Today
Government as Customer
9 Countries + 1 Region
Price + Margin
Gold Standard Capabilities

Build for the Future
Imagination Breakthroughs
ecomagination
healthymagination
Growth Playbook – Strategy
Marketing Council – Leverage

Enable the Organization
Training & Development –
update & stick with it
Talent Pipeline – ECLPs,
SWAT teams, Session C
4 “I’s” – Instigator, Integrator,
Innovator, Implementer
Affinity Community –
New “MarkNet” Network
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TREND 6: BALANCE
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Tools: balancing short-term and long-term priorities
In navigating what’s coming to be known as the “new normal” through
the early part of the decade of 2010, skills in scenario-based business
planning will become essential. In his landmark work, “Learning from
the Future,” Dr. Liam Fahey outlines the approach to using scenariobased planning to chart future possibilities, growing from current
realities. These important tools help enable business marketers to do a
better job of balancing short-term and long-term priorities.
Dr. Liam Fahey
Noted Author and Researcher
Adjunct Professor of Strategic
Management at Babson College
ISBM Fellow

In “Ruthless Execution,” Dr. Amir Hartman, a leading global authority on
corporate and technology transformations, provides proven frameworks
for thinking, check lists and a step-by-step approach to getting beyond
planning to “ruthless execution.” This is a must-read for all business
leaders facing the challenges of economic churn.

Dr. Amir Hartman
Senior Fellow at Harvard
Business School Interactive,
Senior Faculty, Haas School
of Business, University of
California at Berkeley
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TREND 6: BALANCE
RESOURCES
Books
Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios
Dr. Liam Fahey and Robert M. Randall, 1998
Ruthless Execution: What Business Leaders Do When Their Companies Hit the Wall
Dr. Amir Hartman, 2003

Webinars
Deloitte Consulting: Meeting the Challenges of Growth in The “New Normal” 3 part Webinar Series:
“The New Normal: Part 1”
June 2010
“The New Normal: Part 2”
August 2010
“The New Normal: Part 3”
January 25, 2011
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TREND 7: SEGMENTATION
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE
Select the right set of customers for your business and manage them effectively
The full impact of business-to-business segmentation – done well and executed – is largely yet to be realized across
a broad spectrum of business-to-business firms. Our trends study pointed to the need, especially coming out of the
downturn, for better understanding which customers are profitable, which customers can be made profitable and which
never will be. This starts with a better understanding of customer needs and our ability to better serve those needs than
any competitor. Customer selection and management of customers through their life cycle will be keys to profitability as
the decade proceeds.
Key quotes from respondents supported the need for better customer management in business markets:
• “Selecting customers is still a critical issue – in spite of all the work in segmentation and targeting.”
• “The economy brought back the ‘any customers is a good customer’ problem. As prices are adjusted
down to capture these ‘good’ customers, competitive intensity ratchets up, price sensitivity increases
and profits are hurt.”
• “It’s especially important now for management teams to manage the customer selection process,
and choose customers where differentiation means something.”
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TREND 7: SEGMENTATION
ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
Tools: segmentation, targeting and positioning for value-based
business marketing
In their landmark text on business-to-business marketing, “Business Market Management: Understanding, Creating,
and Delivering Value,” ISBM Fellows Dr. James Anderson of Kellogg, Dr. James Narus of Wake Forest and Das
Narayandas of Harvard outline an approach to value-based business marketing. At the core of value-based business
marketing is STP: Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning. They outline an approach uniquely turned to businessto-business markets.

Dr. James C. Anderson

Dr. Das Narayandas

Dr. James Narus

William L. Ford Distinguished
Professor of Marketing and
Wholesale Distribution and Professor
of Behavioral Science in Management

James J. Hill Professor of
Business Administration
Chair, Program for Leadership
Development

Professor of Business Marketing
Wake Forest University

Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University

Harvard Business School

ISBM Fellow

ISBM Fellow

Irwin Gross Distinguished Research
Fellow; ISBM
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TREND 7: SEGMENTATION
RESOURCES
Books
Business Market Management: Understanding, Creating and Delivering Value
James C. Anderson, Das Narayandas and James A. Narus, 2008

Webinars
Presented by Dr. Gary Lilien:
B2B Segmentation to Support Profitable Growth
B2B Segmentation for Greater ROI
Segment Targeting and Product Prioritization For Greater Profit

Podcasts
Innovation and Segmentation in Business Markets: Closing the Market Research Gap
Dr. Robert J. Thomas, Professor of Marketing, Georgetown University
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CONCLUSION:

Implications for us as B-to-B marketers

As we begin the decade of 2010 and beyond, across the fabric of business markets it’s a time of promise, a time of
uncertainty, a time of opportunity. Clearly we are seeing signs of a global markets emerging from the darker days
of 2008 and 2009, but questions remain as to what the shape of the markets of this decade will be like.
It’s clear that business marketers will be asked to step up to the bar and be the leaders ferreting out opportunities
for new growth, locating opportunities to add fundamental new value ahead of competition in their markets, and
utilize the art and science of market communication to more clearly help customers understand the value that their
firm – not just their offerings – brings to their customers. It’s an exciting time.
Our sincerest hope is that the identification of these trends, and identifying resources to help make them actionable,
will assist business marketers in rising to the challenges and opportunities of this new decade.
Special thanks:
The ISBM sincerely thanks our academic researchers and practitioners for their responses and insights, and our ISBM
member firms for their ongoing support.
A special thank you to ISBM member gyro for their valuable assistance in making this report more valuable and
in presenting the study to our members, researchers and the B-to-B marketing practice.

About gyro
gyro creates ideas that ignite business decisions in a numb world. We are an
Advertising Age “World’s Top 50” global ideas shop 600 creative professionals in 17
offices in nine countries around the world. gyro has been named “Top B2B Agency” 22
times in the last 16 years, in the US and Europe, including twice in the last 12 months.
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